Obesity and weight gain causes and treatment: A Review
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Abstract

Obesity is popular, and is severe is associated with Many health issues like different types of cancer. The imbalance comes up against eating food and spending energy, and it is powerful Genetic factors are affected. Losing weight has many Health benefits except for many diseases linked to obesity, such as cancer, the effect of Treating obesity has not been Cleared. Regrettably, Lost weight is difficult to maintain In certain cases, and managing obesity is not enough today. Fatty tissue and the digestive system Present important parts in regulating the entire energy balance of the body, and rehabilitation goals for obesity treatment can found inside these locations. Also, all members shall be responsible for mitigating the negative effects of obesity. Visceral fatty adipose, that is, the fat all over the intestine, are given special attention because it is extremely dangerous.
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1. Introduction

Obesity is a chronic metabolic disease that increases body fat stores. It is a portal To ill health, and not only has it been one of the leading causes of disability and death expected for Adults but also kids and teens around the world, Obesity is a reality peak cancer hazard factor, Cardiovascular Illness, metabolism, and respiratory system [1]. Obesity worldwide As of 1975, it has almost tripled. lives in countries where over weight and obese people are killed more than underweight people. 40 million children under five were overweight or obese in 2018 [2]. Obesity has been widely known to increase body fat mass. Reliable amounts of the fat mass require complex tools that are not widely available (for example, Measurement of MRI or dual-energy X-ray absorption), which has hindered attempts to achieve a more precise concept. The highest concept of obesity, as it happens, is the body mass index (BMI), Expresses body weight (in kilograms) as an alternative indicator of body obesity as a result of body height (in meters) [3,4]. The BMI is the most useful indicator of the overweight and obesity level of the population as it is for adults of all sexes and all ages. However, this can be considered an informal guide because it does not contribute to the same degree and obesity in different individuals. [4]. The World Health Organization and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute define gain in weight as a body index is equal to or exceeding 25 kg / m2 and obesity as a body mass index Equivalent or exceeding 30 kg per m2[5, 6]. BMI standards are slightly different for Asia and for Oceania. The World Health Organization describes weight gain and obesity as having a BMI greater than overweight or equal to 30. For children, age must be taken into account when determining overweight and obesity. Excess weight is more than height than two standard deviations above the average WHO standards for child development; obesity is a weight versus height greater than 3 standard deviations above the median of a child’s growth standards in WHO [4]. The prevalence of overweight and obesity among children and adolescents between the ages of 5 and 19 achieved significantly fromonly4%in1975, butjustover18%in2016.Thechangewasrightbetweenmalesandfemales:18%offemales and19% of males were 2016 overweight[7].
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They use the problem of growing obesity with multiple diseases, including an increased risk of diabetes that causes blood pressure, Sleep apnea, heart disease and cancer. Obesity increase's handicap, decrease sufficiency, and shortens life expectancy. Such teachings are not successful in reducing obesity and increasing weight loss, while much emphasis is placed on diet and exercise. What's more, pharmacological development methods to treat obesity has faced weak effectiveness and serious side effects [8].

2. Epidemic of obesity

In several parts of the world obesity prevalence is high. Overall there is a increasing increase in the prevalence of obesity in adults with age. The average prevalence in most developed countries is about 50 to 60 years, and in many developing countries earlier at about 40 to 50 years [9]. The lack of a widely agreed standard definition and measurement of human obesity could be different epidemiological reports across countries with childhood obesity levels. Experience, Nation comparisons are arduous [10,11]. In childhood and adolescence both body structure and body mass index change with age, Which may constitute an index of body mass for assessing overweight and obesity in adults but cannot be direct to children and adolescents [12]. Increased public health issues and economic consequences with the rise of the obesity epidemic. [13].

In 2008, an estimated 1.46 billion adults (1.41-1.51 billion) worldwide had a BMI of 25 kg/m2 or more, 205 million of whom were men (193-217 million) and 297 million women (280-315 million) were obese. Globally, as of 1980, average body mass has increased. Trends have varied since 1980, with the average BMI population varying widely between countries in 2008 [14,15]. In most countries, interventions and policies are required that can restrict or reverse the rise, and mitigate the health effects of a high BMI by targeting metabolic mediators [16,17]. Within the United States, prevalence rates of generalized obesity (BMI> 30 kg/m2), obesity (BMI> 40 kg/m2), and central obesity continue to rise with the peak rates of obesity occurring in the fifth and seventh decades. Women have more general obesity but less centralized obesity than men, and obesity is disproportionately over American minorities. Of concern is the increase in obesity rates among young adults (ages 2 to 19) in the United States as well as around the world [18].

For most middle-income economies and part of middle-income low-income economies, Adult women's obesity is now a strong driver of health disparities and economic growth will extend to include a significant number of developing countries in this situation in the absence of concerted national public initiatives to reduce obesity [19]. As a chronic and multi factorial disease, obesity will for several years be close to the top of the global public health sector Women are similar to factors that affect the epidemics (national income, government policy, cultural norms, built environment, environmental and behavioral processes, food preferences, biological laws, and biological processes that regulate motivation for physical activity) that require a comprehensive package of actors, largest a keholder participation, and a long-term perspective [20].

3. Classification of obesity

Table 1Classification of Overweight and Obesity by BMI, Waist Circumference, and Associated Disease Risks [23]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>BMI (kg/m2)</th>
<th>Co morbidity Risk</th>
<th>RiskofT2D, HTN,CVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Asian</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underweight</td>
<td>&lt;18.5</td>
<td>&lt;17.5</td>
<td>Low but other problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal weight</td>
<td>18.5–24.9</td>
<td>15.5–22.9</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>25–29.9</td>
<td>23.0–27.9</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese class I</td>
<td>30–34.9</td>
<td>&gt;28</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese class II</td>
<td>35–39.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese class III</td>
<td>≥40</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very severe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WC&lt;102cm (men), &lt;88 cm(women)*</th>
<th>WC≥102cm (men), ≥88 cm(women)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Extremely high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very severe</td>
<td>Extremely high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BMI = index of body mass; CVD = cardiovascular disease; HTN = hypertension; T2D = type 2 diabetes; WC = circumference of waists.

*88 cm=35 inches;102 cm=40 inches
During childhood or adolescence, the definition of obesity is more limited by the fact that the height is still that and the body shape is continuously changing. In addition, there are substantial international variations in the age of puberty and the individual differential levels of lipid accumulation [21]. The recommendations include the definition of measurement of obesity as a central component in health treatment. The assessment starts with a BMI rating, with excess weight and obesity defined as a BMI of 25 and 30 kg/m², respectively. If there is BMI High-Risk Patients groups, waist a weight-loss plan should start with circumference and relevant cardiovascular risk factors Measuring your waist circumference helps you examine the possible health risks that come with being overweight and obese [22]. This risk increases with a waist size greater than 35 inches for women or greater than 40 inches for men (Table 1) [23].

4. Metabolic and physiological

Obesity is a major contributor to poor metabolism that involves fats and glucose, but on a larger scale, as well as weakened organs that involve the functions of the heart, liver, intestines, lung, and endocrinologists [24]. Despite the worrying increase in the burden of obesity worldwide, body fat appears to be an organized physiological variable. Adipose regulation occurs through the traditional endocrine feedback loop, in which insulin hormone derived from beta cells and leptin hormone derived from adipocytes indicates the state of hypothalamic energy reserves [25]. Efforts however over the past many molecules have been known for decades which are apparently secreted from adipocytes in comparison to their tissues [26]. 1994 Mouse obesity gene clone may be the most well-known explanation why adipocytes are involved in controlling many body functions. This gene’s product, leptin, has since been found in High leptin expression has been linked to an increase in microfilm density within the body, and can therefore be associated with hepatocellular carcinoma growth. Additionally, elevated leptin expression was an indicator of improved survival for hepatocellular carcinoma patients who were treated with Mefloxy progesterone acetate after surgery [27].

Adipose tissue is an endocrine organ that produces adipokines including leptin, adiponectin, vesfatin, risestin, abilene, etc, that alter Metabolism in the body. Since obesity increases with an increase in fat mass, these hormones are expected to be released at higher concentrations and may be have Major effect on the metabolism of the macronutrients. Additionally, these adipokines can interfere with long-term energy changes like insulin [28]. Fatty Tissue not only responds to signals from normal hormonal and central nervous systems, but also communicates stimuli that perform endocrine functions and secrete them. These include leptin, other cytokines, adiponectin, complementary constituents, plasminogen-1 activator receptor, renin-angiotensin network proteins, and reticin. Fatty tissue also constitutes an essential site of sexual metabolism [29]. Excessive rodent feeding increases local Angiotensin II production due to increased angiotensin secretion from the adipocytes. While Angiotensin II promotes adipocyte growth, increased adipocyte excretion of angiotensin also contributes directly to the close relationship between adipose tissue mass and blood pressure in mice [30].

Obesity is an important component of the development of metabolic syndrome and it has become increasingly evident that the central factor in this is the production of fat cells by biological materials directly related to insulin sensitivity and vascular injury [31]. The most pronounced form of metabolic syndrome is abdominal obesity. In Syndrome with Metabolism, Abdomen is an essential part of public health concern the median Metabolic syndrome is prevalent 31 per cent and is connected to a double Increasing the risk of coronary heart disease, cerebra vascular disease and a 1.5-fold rise in risk of coronary heart disease death for all causes [32]. Adipocytes have observed the secretion of complementary proteins and Interact to produce a signal that can encourage triglyceride called acetylene-stimulating protein [33].

5. Obesity treatment

The main methods used to treat obesity in adults are Interference in Lifestyle, drug therapy, and a bariatric procedure. Lots of studies have shown that intense Interventions in behaviors that are typically view edividually or in groups may be effective in causing clinically beneficial weight loss in many individual [34]. Diet improvements and increased activity, combined with behavior therapy and therapeutic support, are first-line the rapes. An increase in cardiovascular risk factors and a lower prevalence Type 2 diabetes was associated with Loss of weight for overweight and obese participants between 0.05and 0.10 of primary Weight to the body in individual at risk of infection. However, the impact size is very small A long-term weight loss of under 10 kg over time, and weight recovery is very normal overtime [35].

Changing Eating habits to help patients adopt the necessary lifestyle changes is essential to treat obesity. There are Most diets that are tailored to the relative sum of other foods Like low-carbon diets, low-fat diets, high amounts of protein diets, and low-glucose diets; Hence the diet’s Less composition essential than the Complete calories used[36]. One meta
analysis shows the impact of nutritional counsel in modest, with average reduction in about 0.1 monthly and subsequent BMI units restoration maintenance throughout[37]. Activity alone has a small effect on body weight but the application of physical exercise to dietary therapy improves the chances of continued weight loss in the long term[38,39]. Additionally, even a Moderate Heightened physical activity may lead to positive effects on cardiovascular fitness and this appears to eliminate many of the negative effects of obesity[40,41]. A low-calorie diet (LCD) is classified as a diet with an energy intake of less than 800 calories per day that contains enough protein, essential fatty acids, carbohydrates and prescribed daily vitamin and mineral allowances[42]. Standard food with 2-2.5 liters of non-energy fluids a day is supplemented with 3-5 LCD meals. Normal food is slowly brought back within 2-4 weeks after the end of the LCD era. LCD is mostly used for 12-16 weeks in medical care programs, resulting in an average weight loss of 1.5-2.5 kg/week [43,44].

Medication guidelines for obesity indicate that medications should start when the BMI is 30 kg/m² or higher or when the body mass index is between 27 kg/m² and 29.9 kg/m². Drug therapy’s best outcomes can be predicted in the long term when medications are part of a comprehensive weight loss plan. At the moment just two drugs, sibutramine and orlistat, are currently approved in the United States Long-term Alimentary and Drug Administration[45]. Sibutramine reduces norepinephrine and serotonin absorption, and decreases appetite. Losing weight is encouraged by early satiety, and the start of the next meal is postponed. The suggested starting dose is 10 mg per day, with more reaction-based adjustment. We do not suggest doses greater than 15 mg/day. Sibutramine treatment combined with behavioral and dietary treatment is most effective in inducing weight loss[46].

The Orlistat (tetrahydrolipstatin) is an FDA-approved anti-obesity drug. It is a saturated derivative of local lip fat isolated from Streptomyces toxytricini. Orlistat at certified FDA indicators include: Patients with obesity with a body mass index (BMI) over 30 kg/m² Patients with a body mass index greater than 27 kg/m² and the presence of risk factors including high blood pressure, diabetes and hyperlipidemias[47]. At Recommended dosage of 120 mg with meal 3 times a day, or list at inhibits approximately 30 per cent[48] of dietary fat absorption. A meta-analysis (duration 1-4 years) of clinical trials on the long-term impact of Anti-obesity medications have demonstrated weight loss results to be within the range of 3 kg for sibutramine and 4 kg for orlistat[49]. Although saving weight process sibutramine therapy after the Weight reduction original was shown to increase Progress rate[50], but similar research revealed challenges in managing weight regaining obesity and overall high dropout levels.

Bariatric surgery offers obese patients a lasting weight loss[51]. Many surgical techniques are used. On average, the Obesity care results in a weight loss of 20-40 kg and a drop in of 10-15 kg/m² in the BMI[52,53]. Contemporary obesity Operations include gastric by-pass Roux-en-Y, shaping gastrectomy, flexible gastric belt and duodenal ring. The large majority of these operations are actually carried out using laparoscopy techniques, the Big benefits, are Quick Recovery[54]. The first treatment for the gastrointestinal bypass was identified as a bypass with an anastomosis in one episode. This annular gastric bypass was subsequently changed to form Roux-en-Y to reduce gastritis caused by alkaline reflux, hence the term Roux-en-Y gastric bypass[55]. Gastric anesthesia Roux en Y (RYGB) is still the "gold standard" weight loss procedure and became the most popular obesity treatment worldwide[56]. RYGB works through several frameworks. The newly developed stomach bag is much smaller than the standard stomach, making less food and less calories easy to consume. In addition, there is some malabsorption which results in less calorie and nutrient absorption[57]. In the last two decades the safety of bariatric surgery has significantly improved. The death rate for obesity surgery in the late 1990s was 0.5-1.0 percent, which is considered high for Treatment for obesity (though lower than other colorectal operations) where the death rate is (1-3%). The high rate of obesity-related mortality continued in the early 2000s with the development and deployment of endoscopic technology for obesity surgery[58]. Comparing RYG with Randomized Trial lifestyle intervention and medical intensive care to T2DM regulation, and hypertension hyperlipidemia, The researchers recorded 26.1% Reduction in total body weight (TBW) in the population of surgical procedures compared to a 7.9% reduction in TBW in the patient group. Doctor follow up twelve months after surgery[59]. In 2011, the IDF proposed Bariatric surgery as an appropriate treatment for T2DM and obesity patients (BMI approximately 35 kg/m²) That wasn't effective. Suggested goals with medical treatments, Notably with others diseases associated with obesity[60].

Although medicinal and surgical therapies are available to treat obesity and treatment in an effective and safe manner, and there are new treatments on the horizon, there are many challenges that still Their widespread implementation is tight. First, the definition of obesity appears to be a divisive "illness," even among many healthcare professionals. Obese people are often viewed as lacking willpower or Restraint and because they have psychological problems which limit their eating capacity. The prevalent view is that eating less food and doing more would make the obese person healthy and have a good weight[60].
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6. Conclusion

Creating healthy living conditions in our modern environment, including preventing obesity, is one of humanity's greatest challenges. Only practitioners, when caring for affected patients, cannot manage all path ways leading to the emergence of obesity but can proceed with the Knowledge that the treatment strategies discussed here would possibly help patients receiving them. Further steps should be made to avoid and treat obesity as a matter of Wide effort to monitor chronic disease epidemic. Obesity has a major impact on quality of life, even for over weight people. The cornerstones of obesity treatment are diet, physical activity, exercise and lifestyle changes, but medical care and obesity surgery are necessary.
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